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New System Formulations - foreword

The New System Papers need to be taken all
together to understand Colin's work of reformulation.
A general overview is provided by Volume II
'Discovery of Truth', and there are shorter overviews at the
beginning of Vais V Enneagram and VII Cosmoses which
particularly outline Colin's 'three great truths' or categories
of System knowledge - for which see also 2/1-5.
The next two papers, 1"he Threefold Structure of
Knowledge' (4/2-6) and 'The Purpose of Knowledge' (4/7-10),
consider these categories further.
A third paper, Colin's 'Formulations for a New
System' (4/11-30), considers man's potential role within the
solar system.
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THE T!-IR.EMJ<"OLD STRUCTURE OF KNOWLEDGE.

I.

Since the beginning of history man has always been faced. with
three great unknowns, three great questions to which he seeks the

answer.

Somet~mes one of these three questions engages his attention,

sometimes another, but seldom if ever do they all three come together,
in. the c,ontext of his philosopb,y or his religious thought.

Yet these

thre·e questions are complementary to each other, and only if they were
united in a single truth would man's understanding be complete.
The first of these· three questions is concerned with the origin
of things, with the way in which things are created, or come into being.
This question has always been of c~ncern to religion.

At certain times

in the past religion has known a very great deal about the principles of
crea.tion.

She has known, too, about its a.ifferent stages, about the

crha.racteristic levels of eTeated beings.

And from time to time she has

realised the importance of these different levels.

She has realised

that man needs the ability to recognise and understand them, both in
himself and in the world in which he lives, so that he can learn how to
transcend. suffering, and to find his· way back to the source from which
he came.

But the language in which these truths were expressed has

long since become outmoded, a~a nowadays there is

nothing to take

its· place.
The second of these three questions is concerned with the nature
of things, with their essence, or that which they are in themselves.
This question has always · been of interest to the artist.

In faot, all

great works of art provide in some degree an answer to this question, if'
only a very partial one - a glimpse perhaps of the nature of things,
hidden behind. their outwcll'd form.

Yet the principles underlying the

nature of ·things - these are not easily lmown.

A.~d the great mystical

writers of the past, even though they may have reached a very high level
of inner experience, e.re often d.ismally unable to express what they
have found..
time a

Yet somewhere these principles exist, and from time to

hint of their existence can be traced - hidden, perhaps·, behind

the screen of alchemy or magic, but never openly described.
And the third great question is concerned with the relation between
things, with their purpose and their function in relation to each other,
and to the whole to which they belong.

This question has always been
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of interest to science

in f act, sc-i.enc.e will not acc:ept the evidence

. of art or religion, and deliberately c:onfines herself within the limits
of this third approach to truth.

Yet here again the principles are

lacking - the key which would open the d.oor to a new and simple method
of stud.ying the relation between cosmic entities is missing, and
scienc:e is becoming more and more confused.

Yet certain civilisations

were onoe in possession of this key, although nothing remains of what
they found

except perhaps a symbol, long since forgotten-, or the

remains of a musical theory, or an ancient religious calendar, or a
teaching about the gods.
Let us try to piece together all the knowledge we possess relating
to these three great questions, and then in time an answer will be foimd.

II.

In the holy t radition to whic-h the meditation belongs, it is said
that everything in the universe can be .reduced to three principles,

which are described as ABSOLUTE - BLISS - CONSCIOUSNESS.

These three

principles are a reflection, on the_ highest possible level, of the same
three questions we have been discussing.

Everything in its origin

comes from the Absolute, and everything sooner or later returns to
it again.
It follows that if we could find the Absolute in ourselves,
we should know where we came from, and where we· are going when we die.
For the Absolute is beyond life and death - it is that part of us which
remains - which is always there.
On the level of the Absolute, everything is Bliss - everything is
filled with ec·stasy, with indescribable happiness..
For- such is- the
true nature of things -

and.

all the great poets 1 the mystical writers,

the artists· a."l.d musicians of the past, have given us ample evid·e nc-e
that this is so.

In its true nature everything is

Bliss - that is what the medi ta,tion has shown us.

And on the level of the Absolute, everything exists in full
Consciousness - in full awareness of existence.
And so eve!'"'Jthing
is lmmm together and at once, which is what the word 'consciousness'
In this way the true function of everythiP.g is known, and. its
means.
meaning and purpose in relation to the whole •.
So if we could reach the Absolute within us, we should find. an answer
to these three questions - we should in fact know all there is to know.
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But it is precisely here that we make a mistake - we thin.le the
Absolute is a long way off - we cannot see how near it really is.

They

People have given up all they possess, in search of the Absolute.

have endured physical suffering; left.the world to become a recluse.
People, too, have spent their lives in search o~ Consciousness,
und.ergoing strenuous d.isciplines in the special conditions of esoteric
schools.

But the Absolute is not all.that far away - through the

technique of meditation it can be reached in half an

hour~

In the technique of meditation we d.o not actually concern ourselves

with finding the Absolute;
control our attention.

nor do we disc·ipline our thoughts, or try to
We simply repeat the mantra in the way we

are told, and the Bliss which comes from the mantra attracts our minds
in that direction.

Sooner or later the mantra transcends, and in

that moment these three principles are reached.
So when we get up from the meditation and go about our daily work,
we begin to und.erstand more clearly what these three great unkno,..ms
are all about.

We begin to feel the presence of the creator in

ever-Jthing around us, and we see more clearly into the true nature
of things.

At the same time we realise the need for more knowledge

real knowled.ge about the world in which we live.

III.
What is real knowledge?

What form does it ta.~e - and how does it

d.iffer from all the knowledge we already possess?
that there are th~ee kinds of lrnowledge.

It has been said

There is the knowledge we

can get from logical writings, books and treatises on various subjec~s
that is the lo;rest level of knowledge.

Then there is the :!mowledge

to be obtained from ancient myths, from fairy tales and allegories - that
is knowledge on a higher level than the r~.irs .1.".

But the highest level

of knowledge is contained in symbols- for symbols are not only above the
level of words, but they are able to contain ma,.v different aspects of

And

truth simultaneously, on different levels a.'11.d on different scales.
that is the begin..'11.ing of real knowled.ge.
The symbol on the board is a
d.iscussed so far.

wa;y

of putting together all we have

You will see that the three principles are put at

each corner of the triangle~ and round the triangle is a circle.

This

means that the three principles a.re one and indivisible, like the Holy
TTinity of the Christian tradition.

Novement · round the circle

ABSdLUTE
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BLISS

CONSCIOUSNESS
c h i

1

indicates the passage of time, from c·onception to d.eath.
at the apex of the triangle.

Time begins

-We come in our origin from the Absolute,

and at the end of the circle we return to the Absolute again.

If we

measure time loga.L"i t.hmically \>,e find that exactly one half of the circle

the right hand. side - is that part of our life which is unknown to us,
including our prenatal life and our verJ early child.hood, a."1.d the other
half - the left ha..'ld sid.e - is that part of our 1 ife we can remember.
Just as in deep sleep during the night they say we are in direct touch
with Bliss - with the Absolute - so during prenatal life there are some
who believe that the same thing is true, and that when we awake in early
When

childhood. -we can still remember it.

our parents

begin talking to us in baby la.11o~age, this memory of course soon evaporates .
Eut think about this in relation to recurrence.

During

the rest of our life - throughout the left hand half of the

circle - we live in consciousness.

But only in .a relative sense, for

this consciousness is very fleeting, and most of our time we are simply
not there.
remember.

You may have noticed how little of our life we can ac·tua,lly
That is because consciousness is not continuous - it c·omes

for brief moments and then disappears again.

In between we are in a

kind. of clream state, but we think we are conscious all the time.
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Contrary to ma.1i.y current views, we cannot be conscious at will.
It 2.11 depends on having the right energy, and. this energy is produced
by

the meditation.

On the right hand side energy is manufactured,

on the left hand side it is used. for consciousness - and this is true,
not only on the scale of life itself, but also of our daily routine
with the meditation.

As a result of meditation consciousness will

come to us naturally during the day, and with it will come a new
Consciousness
happiness - a happiness which we never experienced before.
cannot exist without- happiness, and neither of these can exist without
unityo

Really these three are one and the same.
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TlIB PURPOSE OF KNOWLEDGE

I.

What is the purpose of knowledge?
different levels of knowledge?

Are there different kinds,

And where does knowledge lead us?

Wby is man always s.e archine for knowledge - is it an essential part
of his evolution?
The real purpose of knowledge is to lift man from the personal
level to the universal level - to enable him to lose his personal
self in searching for the universal self.

If he can do this, his

personal self will become free to exp?,nd into the tmiversal self,
and the two will become one thing.
But this presupposes the existence of real knowledge.
real knowledge, - how does it differ f!'om ord.inary lmowledge?

What is
In

terms· of· the table of materialities-, ordinary knowledge is about
level 48.

If it is a ffomewhat unusual kind of knowledge it may

be nearer 24.

But real knowledge is- of quite a different order

it belongs to level 6.

Above level 6 is level 3, and level. 3 is·

absolute - bliss - consciousness.

On this level knowledge would

become direct experience of being •.
So real knowledge· can lead us towards the transcendent, and that
is perhaps why man is alw,ws searehing for it, just as he is alwaysse~..rching for happiness.

For in its pure form knowledge bec-omes

consciousness of the absolute, just as happiness in its pur-e form·
bec-omes bliss.

Now there are actually three quite separate approaches to knowledge.
And it helps to keep t ·his :fact in mind when we are discussing things,
and not to allow them to become confused.

The first approach is

connected with the origin of things - with the way things are created
and come into being.

In the system this approach is expressed by

the ray of creation, the table- of" different materiali ties and many
things c~nnected with these idea"S.

When we start doing the meditation

it is· a great help to have some lrnowled.ge of this part of' the system,
particularly t he idea of different levels.

We tried to express this

in the last :few papers, the main idea of which was to find a way of
recognising different levels in oneself, and so of understanding how
the medltation works.
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The second approach to kn.owl edge is connected, not with the
origin of things but simply with their nature - with that which
they, are in themselves.

And this is expre13sed in the system by

the 18.w of three forces, and by triads.

For it is the order and

relative emphasis of each of the three forces in
determines the nature of' iihings,

a;

triad whiali

a11d it is this whic-h

produces

the difference between one kind of phenomenon and another.

If you go into the garden, or better still into the fields
and among the hedgerows, you will find many different kinds of'

flowers· and plants, growing there.

How

C?~

they each be so

different - how is thi·s inf'"ini-te variety achieved?

It is

all basically a·matter of the interrela,tion between three forces,
just as the wonderful variety of colour they contain is a matter

of the interrelation between three primary hues..

A little

more of this element, and a little less of that, and, a flower
becomes larger or smaller, more open or closed, containing: less
petals or more petals, growing a little differently on the stem.
Why does there hRve to be this enormous variety?

We were to1a·

it is because there are so many different influences to be received.
And in the same way with human actions - each person acts a little

differently- - no two people are-the same

one person will always

behave in this way and another in that.

And all this is due to

the way in which the three forc-es are acting through him, and the
order they happen to teJce.

No wonder we were told, origine.lly,

that 'man· cannot do'.
Now the law of three- forces· is intimately, c-onnected, as we know,
with the· wey in which the meditation works.

The mantra itself'

contains these three forces, in a certain order, and tha,t is why

when· we repeat it the ef'fe-et is pr-edictable· - it is not just a
matter of chance-.

In addition to this- the relation between

ourselves, the mantra, and the e:ffect of meditation must follow
a certain sequenc·e, and if this relation is the right one, sooner
or later these three elements will come together as one, and the

meditation will transcend.
So if we could understand the law of three forces we should: know

how to do the meditation - and what is more, we should be able to
make sure that it continued to be done in the right way in the
future, for that is- essential if we want

it. to remain, and not
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to becom~ lost or distorted.

So this second approach to knowledge

is very important :for us, and one day s·oon we must return· to
discussing it again.
But there is a third approach to lmowled.ge whic-h is equally
important·.

This third approach is-connected, neither with the

origin of things, nor with their nature, but with their relations·hip
one t ·o another.

This s-tudy of the relationship between things·,

and' of the way in which everything in the universe is interconnected,
lies at the root of all knowledge.

In the system we find it

expl'ained for us in the d oc,trine of· c-osmoses.
The doctrine of c-osmoses is a vecy wonderful instrument of· thought.
If we c-ou1a · ta.1.ce it _to its- final point it would. show us- - at least in
theory· - what the world is really like, whether- we exist in it or not-.
For this reason it has· a specia·l importance for us in connection with
the meditation, for when the meditation transcends it ta.lees· us to the·
same point - not- in theory but· in fact.

The trouble is, when we

get there·, the ordinary mind has nothing to get hold of".

But if

we· could: make the· doctrine of' cosmoses part· of our- being, it might
pess-toly f'il.l the· gap.

At any rate, it is, worth a try.

The basic: idea of the doctrine o:f cosmoses is that the- world
in which we- live c-o nsists of

a;

~umber- - a li'm i t-ed number- - of' separate

entities, each complete in itself.

These· entities,, or cosmoses,:

exist one within the other, and form, an orderly succession of worlds,.
the greatest of which contains· all the others within it.

B.e-ing

contained one within the other, each c-osmos· must of neces-sity, va;ry
enormously im magnitude from the one· below or above it-..

And being·

so different· in magnitud.e, each c:osmos has- its· own time, which differs
to the same degree.

This relation between one c-osmos and the next

is a· c-ons-tant factor throughout the universe - a factor which was
described, originally, as the difference between zero and infinity.
This means· th?,t each cosmos is · zero to the c-osmos· above it, and
infinity to the cosmos below it - a definition of infinity which is
clearly different from the usual mathematical definition,. and implies,
amongst other things, that infinity is~ measurable quantity.

Actually,

this quantity was stated to be· approximately 30,000 times.
But perhaps the most important idea. of this doctrine is that each
c·osmos is a living 15eing, existing in its own time .- a- be-ing whic·h
is born, lives and dies, and receives impressions from its surround.ings
just as we do..

Ey implication this would mean that everything in

the whole universe is alive - that there is no such thine- as·~ lifeless
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universe, in certain remote corn·e rs·
come about accidentally·..

or·

which living beings have

On the contrary, there is· no corner

of the universe which is not fully living .md sensitive to impress·ions
just as· we are, and the only reason why we are not aware of this· fact

is due to the enormous differences in time and magnitude which exist
between other beings and ourselves.

If we- can learn how to overcome

these differences, w:e shall begin to see t-he- world

as

it· really is.

MAN.

GALAXY.·

ORGAl'HC'
LIFE

STAR
CLUSTER

atoyr

I
I
I

SUN
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Colin's summer 1971 'Formulations for a New System' is introduced
here with extracts from letters to his friend· Dr Roles which help to
illustrate Colin's developing cognition about the difference between
man's evolution and realisation:'. .! am far from clear what you really mean by self realisation, so
perhaps that is the first thing to clear up. You speak about 'realised man'
as if you meant number 7 - the highest a man could be. On the other
hand self realisation can be taken very differently - to mean, in a simple
way, the realisation of man's possibilities in life, on the level on which he
was created. As such it would refer to all men.
These are two different things, arent they?. There is evolution, from
man 1 to man 7, and there is self realisation, at right angles to it, so to
speak. I have a feeling these are different processes, and that they
belong to different kinds of time & different scales - the first to
evolutionary time, the second perhaps to recurrence ..' (6/3/71)
'I got the answer to my question about evolution and self
realisation. It came in the form of a diagram - our old friend the
equiangular spiral.
If you take evolution, in the sense of different levels of man
(man 1 to man 7) - as they have existed as far as we know since the
beginning of man's history- if you take this to be the angular coordinate
i.e. measured round the spiral, then self realisation, which is possible for
man on any level of evolution, is the radial coordinate i.e. it is movement
from any point on the spiral along the "radius, towards the centre:-
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This explains many things - how man 6, for instance, lives much
nearer to self realisation than man 1, 2 and 3, and can get to the centre
very easily, whereas man 7 is always there. Also that self realisation
must be different, and require different methods for each kind of man
round the spiral, and yet it is quite possible for man on any level to move
inwards to the centre, while remaining where he is in life. And one sees.
too, that evolution is a different kind of direction from self realisation - it
moves along a different coordinate, and probably exists in a different
space and time.' (14/3/71)
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'... You .. question why I have called them dimensions instead of
levels of man, and why I dont use the old terminology. There are two
reasons - first the idea of levels is inclined to give the impression of a
kind of superiority game - "he's on a higher level than I am" - and the
idea of dimensions seems to get over this to some extent. Secondly, I
really think there are dimensions. The idea explains certain things about
people which wasnt contained in the system formulation. It explains a lot
about the differences between people - more on the lines of the Laws of
Manu* ....
The system teaching about man 1, 2 and 3** just isnt 'on'
nowadays, at least thats how I feel. It got taken in the sense of 'those in
the work and those outside', it lead into the idea that one had to change
into somebody different, and it seemed to encourage the wrong kind of
struggle in oneself and to produce a great deal of fear and uncertainty
about where one was going. But the modern idea that 'everyone is the
same' is equally wrong, and without the idea of the inner circle*** life
becomes meaningless. But the idea of the inner circle is not an easy
one to put across, and there is a great deal about it I dont understand,
and would like to understand better.
My idea about this paper was to start with man's relation to
mankind ... and to go on to show his relation to organic life, to the
planetary world and the sun in the way it is expressed in the Diagram of
All Living**** and the lateral octave.***** But all this is quite an
undertaking!
This is how I see it:Six dimensional man
Five dimensional man
Four dimensional man

Man no.7
Man no.6
Man no.5
(Man no.4)
Three dimensional man Man no.3 )
Two dimensional man
Man no.2 }
One dimensional man
Man no.1
)

Archangels
Angels
Man

Vertebrates
(15/8/71)

(* see P.O. Ouspensky - New Model of the Universe 1934 p 502)
(** the System classified man 1, 2 and 3 as all on the same level of
self development with either physical(1 ), emotional(2) or intellectual(3)
predominance. Man 4 had acquired more balance and a permanent
'centre of gravity' towards self development. Man 5, 6 and 7 signified
increasing stages of self realisation)
(*** see 2/15)
(**** see Vol IX All Living)
(***** see 2/6)
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An earlier unfinished rough draft for a paper on the lines of
4/11-12 includes this pencil sketch of the equiangular spiral
within the circle. (The sketch has been slightly adjusted for the
4/11-12 context.)
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FORMULATIO£-TS FOR A NEW SYSTEM.

Summer I97I~

I.
This system teaches the fulfilment of lifee

It is, not

concerned with withdrawal :from life, or with the need for any
special conditions-· of living.

The aim of this system is to

enable man to achieve the greatest possible fullness of life
in the world c.irc.umsi:anc-es- to which he belongs.
This system does not believe in a;ny doctrine of denial.
Desires are natural for man, and it is only when they cannot be
realised that suffering begins:e

The purpose of this system

is therefore to enable man to realise his desires, and to obtain
what his heart really wants, and what it is_· right for him to have ..
This system teaches that goodness is natural for man, and
By reaching the deeper

that ~truggle with evil is unnecessary.

parts of his nature, it is possible for man to learn how to live
by this goodness, ·which exis-ts in everything created.

If he

can; learn_ how to do this, evil will disappear~

•

•

•

•

•

•

What do we mean'. by fulfilmen-t of life?
life - which way are we trying to go?

What is- our aim in

What~ ultimately, clo we

hope to achieve?
Let us begin by remembering a very important thing - each of
us-contains within him the possibilities of all ma.nkinde

Yet

each of us is different - each of us develops certain of these
possibilities and nnt others.
develop if we knew the

wa:y -

Are there certain things we coulcl
things which would enable our lives

to be· fulfilled?
Let us remember another thing - there are two kinds of
dif':ference between men, there is difference in-kind, or in nature,
and there is difference in level, or dimension.

Difference in

kind we know about - it is this which makes each person himself,
unlike any other - no two persons are the same.

But difference

in dimension is something different - it is not so easy to s-ee,
unless one knows how to look for it, and it belongs to a muc.h bigger
scale - the scale of all mankind.
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And so on a· large scale - the scale of all mankind - there
are difi'erent kinds of people, different'. according to the number·
of dimensions they possess.

Some people are onec dimensional,

o-thers: are two dimerrsional, others three dimensional and so on ..
Men of one dimension, for insta.rrce, - they a:re: simple people,
often very deep and genuine people, who live

a;

muc-Jr more physical.

life, much nearer to earth and to nature than we are.

Men of two dimensions are simple people too, but there is
something added..

They are- essentially I:ovable and friendly;

s:oc::iable-, and dep~nderrt on each other.

Often. they are busine::ss

people, and good· at making money.

Men of three· dimensions hava something still further added.

They are- more developed in-teliectually,. and are often the
professional types - the doctors-, the lawyers, the accountants·
pe:ople who have had a· long and specialised training,, and are
usually very dedicated to their work.
In days- gone by the dif.f'erenc·e between these three kinds of
people was- clearer cut.

In the,' modern world they tend to merge

together, and this is as, it s-hou.ld be,. for it mean-s· that man is
developing.- his life is becoming more fulfilleda

On a world

s:cale s-omething is growing - man's potentialities are being be-ttei-·
e:x:ploi ted, and all three dimensions are- becoming avail'able f.or
the oenefi t of man.icind. -

This shows, itself: outwardly in a vastly

improved standard of education, in a better understanding of_ man' &
s-ocial needs-, of his emotional and physical outlets, and so on.
But even if all thes-e:, things were fully exploited, there would
still be s-ome quality missing.

This quality i& c:reative ability

tne CTeative ability of the artist, the scientist, the poet, the
composer - it is- this which gives certain men a further dimension,
and it makes a profound difference to their lives.
The: chief characteristic of a man with c:reative ability is
that he is always searching - searching for something above him
and beyond his reac-h.

Other pe·ople seldom understand this-, and

that is why great artists go unrecognised, and sometimes dia in
poverty.

But sometimes there are people who understand, and.

sometimes they can help, f.or this charac::teristic, ex:ists potentially
in all men, and that is the whole point about it.

It can show
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itself' in a great many different forms - in a, simple way, in
devotion to God-, in the love of lfature, in great artistic: ability;
in the search for truth, in great discoveries - always it is there
beneath the surface.

In younger people it shows itself in a g:eea-t

res·l;lessness, a desire for new experience;

and if it cannot ba

eirpressed it brings frustration, and sometimes turns to violem:rec
And ~o this qua-J..ity exists in all men, but in some it is

stronger than others.

With some mew everything· in life is given

up to this one end - to-find the source of creativity within
themselves:-.

1rfl1en they find it they are in the cJ.ouds, when they

los-e it they are in despair._

It is the beloved to whom all great

poetry is 1-rritten,. the water of life in the Russian fairy tale, the
sleeping beauty, the holy grail ••••••
But what exactly is it?without it?

And why is life so boring and dull

What is this spark of life, of creativity, which some:

people have and not others?_

It is a quality whicn springs from

the deepest part of man's nature, from the .most real part of himself and that is why it is so innaccessible.

In men of one,- two and

three dimensions it c:omes e.nd goes - it is s.o metimes available and_
sometimes not.

But in four dimensional man it is established - it

is always: within his reach.

In this respect, four dimensional ma."?

has attained a c:_-ertain fulfilment of life which men of one, two_ and
three dimensions do not possess.;11Four dimensional man has unity. - Having found what is real in
himself he has become free from cnnf'lict, and having no conflict hia
suffering disappears.

Everything springs from a single point within

himself - a point which is full of real and permanent happinessoeo~
Ahdyet there is still a dimension he lacks - certain qualities
he does not possess, qualities which on his level are very importanto
These qualities are connected with knowledge - for four dimensional .
man has found himself, but he has not yet found the world.

To know

oneself is one thing, but to know the world - to know the laws and

*

Four dimensional man is

dimensional man is 'man no.

1

roan no. 5 1 in the old terminology, five

6', and six dimensional man is 'man no. 7'~

'Man'.!'lo. 4' in the old terminology had not acquired this extra
dimension, but he had a 'permanent aentre of gravity', and was on
the way to doing so.
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principles governing the world, the causes of all phenomena
which manifest in the world, the objective reality of the
world - this is a further dimension which five dimensional
man possesses.

No-one less than five dimensional man is

capable of tmderstanding what is n-eeded by the world - what is
needed to save mankind at a particular
instan-c:e.

tim~

in history, for

No-one less than him c-ould devise a new system, a new

teaching or a new relj,gion which cnuld achieve this.

Attempts

have b-een- made by men of les:s dimensions,. and inevitably they
have produc:ed wrong results, and often a great deaL of suffering.
F"br it is only five dimensional man who kn·ows the full effect of'
his actions on every levels of mankind.
We are told that a still further dimension is possible for
man

the sixth..

This is c:onnec:ted .with ma..~ing permantmt all_

those qualities which are valuable in man, so that they cannot be
lost or destroyed.

And in this sense· a man of six dimensions

would have fulfilled his lif~., and the cycle of life and death
would nn longer interrupt the flow of this fulfilment, which
would c:ontinue to exist whether or not the body c.a~e

ann

went~

For this reas·on, perhaps, it has been said that he is immortale.•••
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II.

Man - individual man, the microcosm - reflects in himself
the whole of mankind, the macrocosfil.

Each of us has all these

different dimensions within himself - each of us is all men - and
yet each of us is himself, he is different from any other persono

And so fulfilment of life does not mean bec:-oming another person
a man of, • a difi'erent dimension - it means. becoming oneself.
In order t 'o fulfil one's life one has to become that which one
already is.

Everything is already there - it has only to be

disc-overed and unf'olded.

And this can best be done in the ordinary

c:onditions of our life - there is no need to imitate the lif'e of
another, or to change our natural role.
But how do men of di:r:ferent dimensions crome to be where they
are,?

How does a man of'• four, or five dimensions c:ome into existence?

Was he born· to be what he is-, or did he reach this:· level through hisown doing?

.P..nd what determines the presence, at certain times in

the history of ma...•1kind, of a man of six dimensions?

Is there some-.

higher intelligenc:e which controls these things?
Yes, there is a higher intelligence whic.h c:ontrols the development
of different levels within mankind, just a-s there, is· a higher

intelligence which controls the deve:lopment of different qualities:
di:fferent characteristics - in each i:ndividuai. man.
ques:tion how they came into existence in the
should we question it in the former case?

We d:o not

Latter case, s:o why
It has - been said that

man is the mind, the intelligenc:e of tha~ great Being to whom we
all belong-.

And' just as the mind of individual man contains: many

d1:fferent levels, s:o does, mankind c:ontain many different levels, or
different dimensions of men.
So· by studying the mind of individual man we should expect to
find in it a reflection of that great mind - the mind that is
mankind·..

Mow the individual mind has an oute:r and an inner part

the outer part is that which we use every day, for the ordinary
affairs of lif'e, the inner part is more remote - it is where all
the causes of our actions c-ome from, for it is: much older ana.
deeper - it is what we really are.

In the same way there is an

outer and an inner part of mankind.

The outer par-t Qunsists of
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men of one, two and thr.ee dimensions
the ordinary affairs of life.

it is · they who look after

But the inner part cunsists · of men of·

four, five and six dimensions - it is they who know what is. needed:
by mankind, . and are able to create the causes behind his acitionso
This inner part of mankind has been called the inner ~ircle of
humanity.
The inner cdrc:-le of hume-,ni ty is not easily found.

Even the

very idea of its existence escapes use, for we cannot grasp what

it means.

In the same wa;y the deeper parts of .the mind are not

easily found, and in the ordinary way we are not aware of their
existence except at one or two special moments· in our livese
But acoording to this system it is these deeper parts of the·
mind which

are the key to man's · real nature..

By c:ontcw:ting them

he finds himself, and at the s.ame time he finds that goodness which

belongs to everything created.

Ordinarily in trying-to find

goodness man looks outwards, antl sometimes he finds it in the world
around him - in the wonders of Na;t;ure, perhaps., or in the laws- ofc
the Universe, or in the simple kindness of other people.

Bht the

0

real source of this goodness is within - it exists in the deepest
levels of the mind,, just as it exists within the inner c:irc.le of.
humanity..

If the attention is attracted towards this goodness it

will find it, for that is where the mind likes to beo
Modern psychological theories give the impression that the
deeper levels of the mind are ~ull of primitive instincis, complex
desires, hallucinations and so on.

All these things," if' they

exist at all, are on a quite super:ficial level - they exist, perhaps,
on· the level of dreams, or dreams in the waking state._

When the

. attention reaches deeper levels these things disappear

the: mind

0

begins to experience blis.s - a new and quite unexpected happine.s.s •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Happiness is the key to man's real nature.

This is a secret

which man understood long ago, but time and again throughout history

he has forgotten it.

Time and a-gain man has tried to reach these

deeper levels of the mind by other ways - by efforts, by prayer, by
fasting, by strenuous disciplines - but there is only one way in
which the mind will go there naturally - through happiness.
A method which uses this simple way is a natural method
which requires no struggle or inner c:onflict.
have to be forced to go there, it goes there of

one

The mind does not
its

own accord.
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Consequently all the dangers and difficulties, inherent in
struggle with fun:c:tions are avoided.
This method is in fa.et unlike any other method o:f prayer- or·
meditation one has ever heard of.

Ordinarily one thinks of

prayer or- meditation in terms of controlling the mind 1 forcing
it by means of words- or images·· to gp in a c:~rtain direction.
With this, method we never struggle wit.hour thoughts - we: lettliem go on unhinder.-etl, in the way they like to·go.
attent'ion is left free - free- t-o
de:eper- than- words.

be

And s:o the

attracxed t'.oward·s levels f:a;l"'

Only in this way can our reaL nature- he reacJ1.ed.

The more we experienc·e the bliss that belongs to these deep
levels in the mind, the more we begin t ~o realise tha-t everything ·
· about us - everything of · any importance that ever happened. in
our- lives - has its origin in these deeper parts-.

It is: fr:orrr

here that everything begins, and it is to here that everything returns.
An:d s-o if they are reached regularly it wilL have a most profound

effect on our lives - many of ' our personal prcolems will disappearj.

and life will take on a new complexion.

But more important thai.~

this,, a new direction will begin to appear: in our liv:es.
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III.

Man is

not only man-, he is part of organic life on earth.

And in order to fulfil his life on earth he has to bec-.ome m1ited
with organic life, to live according to his true nature, to take
his place, not only among other men, but among all living creatures.
lfow each of us c:ontains within himself a sample of everything

valuable in orga..11ic' life.

Each of us is like an Ark, in which

every kind and description of' living thing is assembled. This
The peculiar characteris-tic of each
is· not pha.ntasy, it is fact.
animal, each sp9c:ies, - exists also in man.

Animals are like

experiments - experiments: in· which the specdal organs
required by man have been separately developed.

and

sensea

Yet man has

something else - a further characteristic whicll no animal pos-sess,es-·
a ch.arac:teristic which exists only in Nature as a wholee
0

The key to ·an understanding of man's relation to Nature lies in
the idea of parallel worlds.

Man,- regarded as a world, a c.csmos---,

is· parallel to the world of Nature ..

Man . contains

everything that Nature a..ontains within herself:.

Hut

within hims:elf·
of · cx,urse

the scale is vastly dif':ferent,- -and that is why this fact is s:o
difficult to grasp.

Features which are really the same look

different, becaus-e of the · vast differenae in space a.-id timeo
This parallel between the world of Nature and the world of
man

iEtc: accepted in the sense of physical matter.

It is well known

that man- contains the same matter - is made of the same subst~nce -

But from the point of view
of func~ion the parallel is not so clear.
It is not generally
accepted, for instancre, that Nature breathes, that she absorbs food,
that she receives impressions a.~d influences from outside her. Thi&
fa.et is not understood bec.ause the timing of these functions-: is s·o
as that which exists in organic life.

vastly different from our own.

And yet it is true - Nature is a

living being just as we are, and fundamentally her functions are
the same.
In order to understand .Nature, we have to feel her as alive.
We have to feel her presence around us - something we cannot put
into words.

Yet it helps to think about her too, and to work out
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what her functions really are.

The world of plants, for

instanne, the trees, the green fields, the forests - what is
the real purpose of plants, what are they really for?
connected with Nature's breathing
as the respiratory system in

man.

They · are

they fulfil the same function
Nature breathes every 24 hours:,

man breathes every 3 secfonds - the two proc:esses have m11ch in
commorr,. 'li·o th in a physic:o-chemical sense and in many other ways ,.
And then· the differ.ent'.- orders of living creatures - invertebrates,

vertebrat-es, man - what is their purpose in Nature, what function·
do they fulfil?:'

If we study their anatomy only there is not very

muah we can learn,, but if we atudy their nerv.o us struc:ture we
discover a

most· important fact - the nervous structure of{· each

of these different orders of living creatures has its crounterpart
in man.

The oldest and most primitive kind of nervous structure - that
of the invertebrates - has developed into the creep instinctive
mind of man - that part of him whic.h crontrols all his vital funclion~
and according to recent researc:h is am;i ve even in deep sleepo
The n~xt level of nervous strudure - that of the vertebrates· and
mammals - has developed into the emotional mind in man, and shows:
itself in dreams; in habits, in c-hemic-al o:hanges and many other
things whic-h are half hidden from us,- in: the usual way, and yet have
a profound effect on our behaviour..

And the lasii, the most

reo:ent level of nervous structure is that which belongs to man
the · c:erebral cortex-.

This part of the mind is perfected in ma.ll,

and distinguishes him from : the animal world.

It does not exis-t·

at all in most animals,, and is only partially devel'oped in the
great apes.- and some of the higher mammals •.

It is active in our

everyday wa.~ing state, and it enables us to think logica~ly, to
talk, to write 2.nd. to do all those things which animals az.nnot do9
But above all it enables us to see ourselves · - t-o be aware of our
own existeno:e

and its proper function is that of a mirror, a

mirror in which the impressions which c:ome to it from the deeper
parts of the mind are reflec~ed~

And if it works properly as a

mirror, and is able to ref'leci; these deeper parts, we begin- to
understand Nature, and to bec.--ome united with her •.
•
•
•
And so we oegin to realise what fulfilment of life re-ally
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means.

It means the development of these three levers-· of nervous

struc::ture,, - these thre-e parts of the mino. - so that their· full
potentiari ties are realis:ed, and' they wor.k together a-s one. .

In

the man of one dimens1on it is the rinvertebrate' mind whic:.h
dominatesc, in the man· of two dimensions, the 'vertebrate} mind
ta.-1<:es pr-e:crnd·ence, and i'n' the man of three dimensions, the mind of0

reason and logic - the mind of man-...takes prec:edence over the other

two-.

But it is _only through special. training and speaial methoa:s

that all tbrBe minds can be- brought int~ harmony with each other,
as they are in men of higher dimensions.
wordrr-, is the aim, the purpose of'- this system.•-• e.
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rv.
It is at this point in· our discussion that we neecr t-o bring in
the idea of c:onsaiousness.
does it c-ome from?:

What actualJ.y is c:onsciousness?

Where -

Are there differeni; degrees, different levelffi

of consciousness?

And what is the c:onnection, ifa:n.y, between

a:onsciousn·ess: and functions-?
If we t'ry to understand c:onsc:iousness as a separate phenomenon
we cannot get very far, for consciousness dBpends on creative energj- 7
a:n.d areative energy has more than one aspect..

In its purest form

creative energy has three aspea:ts - the first is identity, or onenes1? 1
the secrond is consciousness, and the third is happiness,, or b1iss:'These three aspect~ of creative energy exist in every form of life,
whatever it may be, but the degree to which they manifest is very
0

d~fferent - it depends on the nearness of the sourc~.
In man the source of creative energy exists in the deepest part
of the mind - the 'invertebrate' mind discussed in the last chap'.i;er,
which is ao:tive even in deep sleep.,

Eut in the ordinary way we are

only dimly aware of tliese three a:sp·ee:ts of creative energy, bec-ause
that part of the mind in which we are ordinarily active is:. too far
awa:y - it cannot make contact with the creep insidndive mind.

So we

s-eldom experienc-.e _c:onsciousness or bliss· to any degree, and we knnw
very little about our real identity,. our real 'I'.
On the other hand the lev.el of creative en~rgy which reaches us
is constantly changing, c:onstantly fluctuating, and it is possible
to observe and to measure this level in three diff'erent ways.

For

we know that if the level of our o·onsc:iousness increases we experienc:e
greater happiness, greater b-liss;

and c:onv.ersely if our happiness

· increases, we can be sure that this implies greater consciousness;

ana

thirdly, if either increases, do we not experienc:e with it a greater
sense of' our own identity, a Gtronger feeling of 'I'?

•

•

•

•

•

..

•

•

•

Now it is· a mistake we have made in, the past to believe that we
can increase the level of our cr.onsciousness oy deliberately trying to
do so, or by thinking or remembering about it by an effort of will.
The t•eason f'ol' this becomes clear when we realise that such efforts·
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have their origin· in the ordinary everyday mind, and' do- rrot
15ring us any nearer to the deep Tevel of mind from whic-11 creative
energy comese
Sometimes- we contact this dee:p revel'. by accident'
·
· d 1· t in
· the mi· d s t of a per:i.o
· d . of · great/ s -J;ressor
some t imes
we f in
suffering, sometimes it comes to us unexplained, in a quite
ordinary moment of our lives~

But always· it c:omes to us

naturally, and' is aertainly not within our direct control.,
Yet it is not the &,im of this system to find a way of."
ino.reasing these

moments·, these 'peak experienc·es'.

The

purpose of this system is to bring creative energy into the
ordinary routin~ of life - to make ordinary life fuller and more
'Pea:k experiences' ffo not help with this

they tend

to make ordinary life seem duller and less inviting

something

creative.

to be av:oided if possiole, something from whic::h we hav.e to escape.
With this method

Where does the differenCB actually lie?

of meditation we learn how to bring the ordinary level of mind
into c:ontac;l; with· the sourc:e of creative energy, not just once
or twia.e, but every day as a matter of routine.

In this wey ·i;he

ordinary mind bec:orrres gradually steeped in creative energy - the
subtl'e levels of energy oec·ome intermi.n.gled with the gross...

Like

dipping cloth in a dye - the ordinary mind bec:omes more and more deepry
dyed with creative energy, every time it is dipped.

And

SO'

it

is our ordirrary everyday life whic-h takes on a new crom}'Jlerion,
and

the need for special experiencre no longer arises •

•

•

•

•

•

•

But to return to the question of consciousness;

it is arr

important thing t'o realise that above a c:erta1.n level of energy
r-unntions do not exist.

Functions, in the sense of. movements:,.

. actions, t'houghts, sensations, do not exist at all. on the highest
level. of experiencre - they only begin to manifest on a level below•
This does not mean that we experience a sense of nothingness or
oblivion· - just the -opposite •.

On the highest level there is

direat experience of being - the fullest a..11.d most
experience it is possible for man to have.

complete

Such experiemre is

beyond the level of words, out has been d·escribed in the t:r•affition·
of the meditation as 'absolute
Consciousness~ ca11.
..

bli'ss - consciousness·'.
therefore exist independently of
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functions, and as it exists on a higher level than functions,
work on the control of functions, of which there are many kinds
in esoteric: and religiom,· schools, will not necessarily increase
a

man's c·onsciousness - it may do just the opposite.

can a:onsciousness

How, then,

be increased?

The answer to this question is not a. simple one.

Traditionally

we are told that there are three ways,to enlightenment.

One wey is:

through pursuit of the Absolute,. another is through the pursuit of
consciousness, and the third wa;y is-, through the pursuit of happine.-ssor bliss.

Pursuit of ·the Abs:olute is the wa;y of ·the monk,

the ascetic, the recluse,,,

It involves denying the world, giving

up everything one has-, and retiring to the sec.:J.usion of a cave or
a cell to·· meditate upon~ the Absolute to the exc·l usion of all else.
Pursuit of consciousness requires spe~ial methods, special clisciplines·
connected with the control of attention.

It is the way of ma..-zy

traditional schools, such as Zen, and can only be carried out
suc:m~ssfully 11,."lder special conditions applying· inc thes·e schools:·.,
Only in the third way are no special conditions neetled.

This iR

the wa;y of the meditation, which was designed by thos·e who created
0

it to be carried.out in the ordinary conditions of life.

It works

through the pursuit of happiness or bliss.
Why should special conditions, long and arduous disciplines,

retirement from the world be nec:essary in the first two ways:: and
not in the third?

We know · tha.t the meditation had been· losii to

man..~ind for many c-enturies before it was rediscovered only recently 1
about the time of the Second World War •.

If it hail not been lost,

could it perhaps· have taken the place of these tradi tiona·l ways - or
is each of the thre-e ways necessary, perhaps· to suit the needs of
different people, or for some other purposa

connected with the

evolution of mankind?
Or is it not possible that the world we live in is changing, and
that there is no longer any place for these arduous and difficult
methods - that they belong to a different period of man's history?
Certainly they seem quite out of character wi t .h the spirit of man
today •••••
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Sb this wa;y we have found is anew wa;y, a wa;y of happinesso
The struggle and conflict of other wa07"s has disappeared.

But -

the relics of other ways are still around us, . and it is important
to recognise the difference - to know at once, in what one reads:
and what one is told, and especially in what one is trying to do
oneself, which of these three wa;ys: lies behinQ ite,

Otherwise

the full eff ect of the meditation will be lost.
Rut how can one tell the differenc.e?:
happiness.,

· Largely, perhaps:? through

For happiness is not only the result of meditation-, it

is part of the actual technique~

Every moment the mind is searching ·

for happiness, and that is why it goes: in a certain direc_tion.
Gradually it is attracted nearer and nearer to the s:ourc:e from which
happiness comes, the place of happiness within us.

And in this

plac~ the three elements bea:ome one - happiness, consciousness and
unity are one and the same thing.
The fact that it is natural for the mind to go in the direc~iorr
of happiness - the fact that i:t goes there of its own auc:ord - this,
is the key to the whole thing.

It is this which distinguishes_ the

wa;y of happiness from all other wa;ys.
For it means that effort
and struggle are avoided - one does not have to f .o rce anything,
one does not have to oppose anything.
The· whole proc:esz is a
natural one, from beginning to end •.
.Inevitably the relicE of other ways ~untain some element of
struggle, of effort, of 'doing'.

Inevitably they c~ntain the

f~eling of 'ought', of an uphill climb, of an arduous and difficult
ascent.

of

And thos-e that are derived from the first way - the wa;y

the Abs-olute - i'nevi tably contain a doctrine of denial.

of'.

abandoning the world, of turning awa;y from it because it is. full
of evil.

All these things are crontral'""J to the meditation, an.cl

everything c·o nnec-ted ui th this system..
place and a different time •• •·•

They belong to a ffifferent
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Man's relation to organic life is· primarily a physical
relation~

His physical body comes to him from organic life

it comes out of time, out of long avenues of evolutionary time. In , this sense man's phys:ica.l body is four dimensional, for it is,

a three dimensional object existing in time, existing in the time
. of Nature.
And that is why four dimensional man has a special
relation to Nature - he has f.bu.nd in himself a c:onnec.t ion with
· Nature's time.
But what is there beyond the physical . body?
body dies~ what i •s it that survives?

When the physical

It is man's- soul thaii

survives the death of the physical body - it survives~ to be born
again in a new body - to take on a new body, like a new suit of
clothes.
Ma1r's soul · does not c.ome from organic- life like· the bodyf it
· comes from a very much bigger world, the world of the earth and
the planets.

It is the repetition of the planeta...ry- orbits. as they

revolve around the sun - it is this which determines the nature of
man's sou.l..

In days gone by this fact was known and understood,

but now it has all been forgotten·.

The s:oul belongs to a different '.

dimension - the fifth dimension of time, and that is why it repeat~
again and. again.
So it is five dimensional man who understands the nature of. the.
soul

it is he who is able to see - men as · individuals, and to know

what each individual needs.

He knows:, too, that man is tied to

repetition - that everything in life is repeated again and again,
and that the more things are repeated, the stronger man's tendencies:
bec:ome.
And he knows that the wa:y of escape lies in the sixth
dimension- - that it is only through the sixth dimension that any
real chruige can take place in a man's life.
Everything new, everything that has never happened before in a
man's life, every real change that ta.~es place in himself - all these
things come from the sixth dimension, and in their origin they depend
L'ike the light of the s:un,

on the presence of six-dimensional man.

this presence is not contained, it is limitless.
we call spirit.
•·

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It is this which
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Everyone has the spirit within him.

Sometimes it is

hidden away in a deep corner of ourselves, sometimes it shines
out strongly. ,

But in six dimensional. man it is fully o~rculating

it is available a.ll the time.

When the spirit cira-.J.la.tes in

the body it brings life , to the body, and so we call it the life
principle;

and when the spirit circulates in the soul it brings

l 'i:f'e to the soul, a.nd so we experience ha.ppines~ - tha;t wonderful

happiness that belongs to the meditation.
The spi7it has power ~o
unite the .soul and the body, . and to bring about harmony between them-.
Wherever it circulates there is li~e, wherever it circulates tension
and suf'feri~ disappear....
And just as the body comes to us
:from org~'flio life, and just as the soul belongs to the planetary
world, so does the spirit belong to a very much larger world again the world of the sun, o.f the solar system as a whole.
The real sun is much bigger than the sun we see.

It exists for

countless ages, and ino-1udes in its li:fe the whole long history
of earth, of nature and of man.
is that great Being to whom

we

It is this - the real sun - whio-h

all belong.

but in actual fact this is true.
island universes

Not in

a;

my-stical sens-e,

Galaxies, spiral nebulae,

these are too remote :from us,

their time,

is too different from our own.
Atoms-, elee:trons, nuclear particles these are too remote from us too, but on the other side of space~
But the solar system is different - it is possible to understand it
as a living Being, and to realise what man's purpose is in relation
to this Being.

•

stp e/

Only then shall we

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

why man exists •

•

In· ancient Indian philosophy this great J3eing was kn.mm as Brahma ..
Brahma was the solar system - the key to this fac:t exists, in the time
scales of ancient Hindu c:hronology.

rn

the Vishnu Pimana certain

astronomical periods are mentioned - a period after whiah Nature iff
destroyed, a very much longer period, called the Day 0£ Brahma, after

which heaven- and earth a.re destroyed, and a very much longer period
still, called the Life of' Brahma, . after whie.h the s-olar system is
destroyed. This- period:, the Lif'e of' Brahma, is re:ferred to as the
'twinkling of an- eye' for Shiva.
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The actual periods need not c-oncern us here, but what is the
meaning behind them?
First, Brahma is a living being, a being who
lives and breathes and has his own time, . jus:t as: every other- living
being has his own time.

Se«ondly, the time of Brahma is interlocked

with that of lesser beings - a day for Brahma is~ whole lifetime for
the earth, a day for the earth is a whole lifetime for nature, and ao on.
Thirdly, all these lesser beings - earth, nature, even man himself are part o:f Brahma,· exist within the boey of the solar system, just as
cells·, molecules and atoms exist within the body of man.
And lastly, Brahma himself is part of an even larger -being; for
his whole lifetime stands in relation to Shiva, the whole Universe,
as the 'twinkling of an eye' is to us.

Clearly, the time of

Brahma - of the whole solar system - is interlocked with that of
other beings, star clusters, galaxies--, spiral nebulae, in a great
crhain of worlds stretching from one end of space to an-other.

Everything

in- the Universe is intercronnecrted, and everything in the Universe

is alive.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And so fulfilment of life is a very much bigger thing than we
first supposed.
On the scale of' maru's place among other men it is
one thing, on the scale of man's pla.c:e among all living crea-tures
it is another; on the scale of ma.n:'s' plac:e in the planetary world
it h 9,s a still :further meaning and significanee, and on the scale
of -Brahma, the solar system as a whole, fulfilment of life has the
fullest meaning it could have for man.

Let us try to imagine what

this meaning could be.
From the point of view of Brahma, the GOlar system, one is tempteQ
to say that individual man does not exist.,

His life i~ surely ~oo

short - only the 'twinkling of aw eye' in duration;, and in any case
his physical body is too small to be seen on this enormous s:oale,
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But is this r.eally true?
is· no proof that

~

The fact that his body does not exis~

does not exist, f'or the b:ody is a temporary thing,

a phen-0mennn existing in time.

The soul is much bigger tha..~ the

bndy - exiBting as it does in the fifth dimension, in recrurrencre, it
has a c:ertain signific:amre, owing to the eternal nature of': this·
reaurrenc-e,, · which t·he body cannot be said to posses.a-.

Like the

waves of the sea, the body appears to pass: us by, but the a-0ul, like the
water itself, actually moves in a crirc.le, turning on itself'again
and a.gain.

In: contrast to the body and the soul, the spirit is beyond
repetition.

It is like the oc.ean itself', which exists always.

The

spirit is therefore that part of us which might well be significant
in relation to :Brahma.

And strangely enough it is only through

the regeneration of the spirit within us that fulfilment of life
can take place •••••

